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evolutión
®
Xpression CURVE special reception desk finished in white lacquer with colour coordinated

PVC desktop edging and low iron, toughened, sandblasted glass counter cap on satin anodised aluminium posts

“Thanks so much for everything

Clarke Rendall have done. The

reception unit looks fantastic

and makes a huge difference to

the showroom.”

Humanscale When global multi award winning ergonomic office tools

specialists Humanscale set about refurbishing their London

showroom in Clerkenwell they called on Clarke Rendall to

create the main reception desk. “The space has always looked

crisp and professional, but we took this opportunity to inject

a bit of personality and create a more pleasant and

welcoming environment” commented Designer Jack Finnerty.

The evolution®
Xpression

CURVE reception desk from

Clarke Rendall played a key

role in achieving this goal.

Based on some initial

concepts from Jack, the

creative team at Clarke Rendall

put forward a design that met all

Humanscale’s requirements while

also offering the potential of the evolution®

Xpression signature LED lit recessed feature panel

to display the Humanscale logo and create a visual link to the

LED lit feature ceiling canopy of the showroom space.

Humanscale Sales Director Steve Lewis is emphatic in

his appreciation of the new counter with comments such as

“Looks amazing”, “fantastic” and “makes a huge difference

to the showroom.” 

For more information on how Clarke Rendall can help you

create this level of enthusiasm for YOUR clients, call our support

team now on 01908 391600 or visit our comprehensive website. 

To see this reception desk first hand, call our London enquiries

number: 020 7781 2162 and we’ll arrange a convenient time.

Recessed feature panel can be set to cycle through a range 
of smooth colour fades using the remotely operated chromatic LED control

The new evolutión®

Xpression CURVE
XBP-1WL standard product:

The inspiration for the final design 
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